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Clinical scientists (cardiac physiologists, sonographers, echocardiographers) perform most of the echocardiograms requested in the USA, the UK, Australia and many countries in Europe. Clinical scientists do not usually communicate the results of echocardiography directly to their patients. Instead they produce a report to inform the requesting clinician who then talks to the patient. In contrast, radiologists and radiographers may already communicate results directly to their patient following national professional guidelines (1) within local hospital protocols. Should practice within echocardiography now change?

Experience from radiography

Referring physicians prefer to give results to the patient themselves particularly if these are abnormal (2) and think that a radiologist should only communicate the result of the scan when the findings are normal and should stress that he or she is not the physician in charge of the case.

Patients by contrast want to receive results in the quickest way possible (3) with 91–99% valuing an immediate result from the radiologist (4, 5) although many also want to discuss the results later with their referring physician (5). There is little difference in preference whether the result is normal or abnormal (4, 5). When they receive immediate results patients are even more willing to do so again. Before computerized tomographic or magnetic resonance imaging (4) 81% wanted to hear results from the radiologist and later this increased to 91%. Furthermore, 48% of patients reported a reduction in anxiety after receiving immediate results, with no change in 37% of patients although there was an increase in anxiety in 15% (4).

Echocardiography

If the echocardiogram is performed by the cardiologist in charge of the case there is no concern about communication. However, when performed by a clinical scientist, the nature of the communication depends on the setting of the echocardiogram. If the echocardiogram is a part of one-stop visit to a cardiologist then the results will be discussed with the cardiologist almost immediately.

By contrast, when an echocardiogram is the sole reason for the hospital visit, there may be a substantial delay before the patient sees their referring physician. Furthermore, many physicians and general practitioners feel unqualified to interpret echocardiogram reports (6). Additionally, not being given information about the result can be disquieting for patients who may assume that the clinical scientist is hiding ‘bad news’ and induce unnecessary anxiety while waiting for the results of the medical investigation (7). Withholding information might also be seen as contrary to the principles of ‘equity and excellence’ (8). When patients have access to their medical records and test results, they report greater satisfaction with their care, increased trust in staff, personal empowerment and increased understanding of their medical condition (2, 9). Our own pilot investigation within an echocardiography outpatient department showed that 19 of 20 patients wanted their results to be communicated directly after the echocardiogram by the clinical scientist, rather than waiting to receive the results from their doctor at a later appointment.

Giving results if requested can be done at two levels. At the first, there can be a simple reassurance that the study is normal. If it is abnormal, the aim is to defuse anxiety that something is being hidden while at the same time not giving inappropriate information. Individual departments
will want to agree a form of words imparting the sense that ‘the study is not quite normal but it is only a small part of the jigsaw and your doctor needs to look at all the other information’. There should be provision for immediate discussion of significantly abnormal results with a clinician involved with the case. At the second level the results can be discussed more fully within the clinical context.

The first level is appropriate for a suitably qualified and experienced clinical scientist with appropriate communications skills. The second level is not usually appropriate even for an imaging cardiologist if not in charge of the case. However in the UK, the modernizing scientific careers program has led to significant changes to the training and career path for clinical scientists, with a wider clinical knowledge base and the development of clinical skills resulting in expansion of the job role to include scientist-led clinics (10). This includes the need to discuss results following an echocardiogram within a structured scientist-led clinic. Research within our own hospital has demonstrated that scientist-led heart valve clinics are safe and popular with patients as they provide a ‘one-stop’ service and can reduce waiting times (10). In these circumstances, the clinical scientist is acting as a delegate of the cardiologist on overall charge of the service and has taken on roles normally regarded as clinical. Therefore, it is clearly important that patients understand the role of clinical scientist, and also that a scientist is not clinically trained. Interestingly, in our survey we found that 90% of patients interviewed were not aware of the clinical scientist profession, and thought that the clinical scientist was a cardiologist or nurse.

Conclusion: the way forward

We suggest that clinical scientists or imaging cardiologists not in charge of the case should give results of an echocardiogram if the patient asks. It must be made clear that the clinical scientist is not a physician and is giving an interim technical result that does not supplant the clinical interpretation subsequently given by the cardiologist or other physician. Simple reassurance that a test is normal is easy to communicate but individual hospitals should agree generic forms of words to be used if the result is equivocal and needs further discussion or if it is clearly abnormal. More far-reaching discussion of the results of echocardiography should be made with the clinician in charge of the case but may become appropriate by clinical scientists as their career develops. It would be appropriate for national echocardiography societies and patient-groups to provide guidance on communication.
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